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Abstract 
This paper introduces an electronic dictionary sensitive to the context of the input words or expressions. The 
dictionary program provides translations for any piece oftext displayed on a computer screen without requiring 
user interaction. This functionality is provided by a three-layer process: (1) text acquisition from the screen, (2) 
morpho-syntactic analysis of the context of the selected word and (3) the dictionary lookup. Traditional 
dictionary entries need restructuring for this sort ofusage. By dividing entries into smaller pieces and indexing 
them individually, the program is able to display a restricted set ofinformation that is as relevant to the context 
as possible. For this purpose, we utilize automatic and semi-automatic XML tools for processing dictionary 
content. The construction of such an electronic dictionary involves natural language processing at ahnost every 
point of operation. Both the dictionary entries and the user input require linguistic analysis and intelligent 
pattern-matching techniques in order to identify multi-word expressions in the context ofthe input. By the time 
this paper is presented, the program incorporates more sophisticated language technology: multi-word phrases 
and sentences are recognized, and translation hints are offered in a linguistically intelligent way - by a 
parser/transformer module matching underspecified patterns ofdifferent degrees ofabstraction. 

Introduction 

Most computer users encounter a large number of foreign language texts. They rarely need 
translations, only to read and understand the text. There are a large number of products 
facilitating translation, but still only a few projects attempt to assist users with the reading— 
or understanding—part. The foreign language comprehension assistant described in this 
paper is still not a translation program: it has evolved from a common electronic dictionary 
engine. Its features such as context analysis, however, provide a good support for foreign 
language text understanding. 

Let us emphasize that developing such a tool takes more effort than adapting a bilingual 
dictionary, for many reasons. Bilingual dictionaries are traditionally composed in a format 
and structure suitable for assisting with translation. Foreign language comprehension, 
however, takes a different approach, and it is almost certain that any dictionary needs to be 
recompiled to some extent before it is incorporated in the comprehension assistant 
[Feldweg—Breidt 1996]. 

In this paper, we devise a context-sensitive electronic dictionary we usually label as a 
'context-sensitive instant comprehension tool'. It suits any graphical computing 
environment: it reads text from anywhere on the computer screen, performs linguistic 
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analysis ofthe context ofthe input word, and uses an arbitrary number ofdictionaries in the 
background. Finally, it displays context-dependent translations in a bubble—without 
requiring a single mouse click from the user, and leaving the screen contents intact. 

In the following sections, we attempt to give an overview ofthe problem in general and the 
requirements of a comprehension tool. Then we describe the program's different phases of 
operation, with special attention to the linguistic elements and the dictionary development 
procedures employed throughout the application. 

1 Sentence translation vs. word comprehension in context 

It is clear that the linguistic process of understanding a passage of text is completely 
different from translating it. It is less clear, however, that it takes a different approach to 
implement a computational tool to assist the user with the task. A translator (either human or 
computational) has to analyse and transform every bit ofthe source text (and make herflris/its 
way through the ambiguities and unclear syntactic structures). Users attempting to 
understand an e-mail message—or any text that is displayed on a computer screen—need 
only hints about it, but they need it as quickly as possible, and without being disturbed, or 
even mislead, by ambiguities and other types ofnon-relevant information. 

Translation support systems usually comprise of electronic dictionaries, less often aligners, 
translation memories etc. Such programs present a rather 'intrusive' user interface that draws 
the user's attention from the text to be understood. Document windows and dialog boxes are 
too disturbing for the user who needs 'in situ' information about a passage: he needs it 
exactly where the text appeared and he will not want to start another application, copy the 
text into it, and click some buttons to see translations. He will want assistance within the 
application he is currently working with. 

Our comprehension assistant fully complies with this requirement: to display the context- 
sensitive translation ofa word or a multi-word expression, all the user has to do is move the 
mouse pointer over the text in question. Context-sensitivity means that the program indicates 
if the word is part of a multi-word construction and will select the appropriate translation 
depending on the syntactic context ifpossible [Segond—Breidt 1996]. The translation itself 
is displayed in a bubble over the current screen contents, and disappears when the mouse is 
moved. 

2 Requirements of a context-sensitive comprehension assistant 

An instant comprehension assistant must work entirely alone in the sense that it cannot ask 
for user interaction: it cannot require the user to choose from a list of ambiguous linguistic 
analyses, and, at the same time, it should keep the proportion of semantic ambiguities as low 
as possible. Such applications can only rely on their own linguistic knowledge. 

When the mouse pointer is left over a word for more than one second, it indicates that the 
user needs information about that word and its context. The boundaries ofthe context are not 
precisely specified: it could be the entire sentence (or even a larger passage) which includes 
the selected word, or—more often—a smaller context such as a multi-word expression 
around it. It is therefore the task of the program to determine the largest possible context, 
analyze it, and provide as much information on it as possible, based on the dictionaries 
behind the system. The minimum requirement is that the program should recognize all 
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obvious multi-word expressions and idioms, and provide appropriate translations. All 
possible forms of the multi-word expressions should be identified, even if word-forms are 
inflected or the word order is different from the basic form. This is the matter ofthe quality 
ofthe linguistic parsing components and the dictionaries. Ifno multi-word expressions are 
recognized in the context, the comprehension assistant should display a simple dictionary 
entry for the selected word only, listing all possible translations found in the active 
dictionaries. (See Figure 1 below.) 

***««• j&http:Jfr*w,ffMrptatogfc.hufr_pq>r.htm      jyJjg| Go', 'i L<#s : 

•••• 
Publkathng by Di Gàbot PRÔSZÉKY 
[in tho field ofnaturat languaga processing] 

•  A Wwr Awro*rfc 
1 ••?,••',*•?^£• 
•&••••&••• 

• Roffl*nirotndHi 

AppHcBttofii. fa: 
Caifirtnc4,Cb^ 

» A*Mft3*fOiftb^ 

langaag» 

S3aataraI butgang* proresńug • temétxetetnycbř-feldo^ozás 

nftturnl langaa£* fi tennéiretei nyehr 
6B languag« • nyefo ' tnknyrfv • nyehreKt, bctr¿dmdd, hfejex¿nn¿d, tďm 

Figure 1 : Dictionary information displayed by the comprehension tool, 
using an English-Hungarian dictionary 

There is another implication ofthe fact that the comprehension assistant is not allowed to ask 
for user interaction. The program has to acquire pieces of text from the screen regardless of 
the application that displayed them without relying on user input, clipboard or file contents, 
or special application properties. As there is no direct access to the text, the program sees 
pieces of text as sequences of characters without formatting or other document-specific 
information, including the language of the source text. This requires implementing a 
language identification algorithm, too. It is clear that a useful comprehension assistant must 
be a rather special combination of different techniques, involving language technology in 
almost every bit ofoperation. 

3 Phases of context-sensitive instant comprehension 

The program continuously watches the motion of the mouse pointer and acquires the text 
from the screen position where the mouse pointer stops. This phase is called text acquisition. 
Current implementations rely on operating system resources to acquire text displayed on the 
screen. Our implementation performs an OCR-like procedure on the screen contents. This 
phase acquires one or more lines of text around the cursor position, and this additional 
information is later analyzed by the second phase. (See Figure 2 for demonstration.) 

Linguistic analysis, the next step, is supposed to identify the word that was pointed at, and 
perform a morpho-syntactic analysis of its context to determine the headwords to look up in 
the dictionaries. Linguistic analysis consists of several steps essential for proper dictionary 
lookup, because there is no initial information about the text other than the text itself—with a 
single word highlighted indicating the position ofthe mouse pointer and thus the initial point 
ofthe analysis. It is very important to note that these initial data are results ofan OCR-like 
process whose errors require correction during subsequent linguistic analysis.1 
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~Br*t>fl> • újrafťkMgoi paďadékot)  

Figure 2: Different text recognition situations 

The linguistic analyzer module performs morpho-syntactic analysis for the selected word in 
context—by means ofthe HUMOR engine [Prószéky—Kis 1999]. At this point, morpho- 
logical analysis has three main purposes: 

(a) linguistic stemming for accurate dictionary lookups (see Figure 3), 
(b) spelling correction and 
(c) preparation of shallow parsing of the context to identify candidates for multi-word 

expressions. 

I b*ve aubmittafl n>y p«pec co th* conitrene#. 

••• 

ffl catumi • elôierjeta, bemutat (•••), benyúji * javatol {•••) • k6zread • váSataba ad (vrat) - iSít (vmt), 
ktjetem * • megbMd - engedetaMike<flc, eoged 

«riban> • benyújb ittd 

Figure 3: Stemming in action 

If linguistic analysis fails to recognize any multi-word expressions, words from the context 
are still passed on to the dictionary lookup phase as the dictionaries may contain idiomatic 
phrases that cannot be recognized on a linguistic basis. 

The dictionary lookup phase receives lexical stems of the selected words and words in the 
context, which are then matched against all dictionaries. We utilize an intelligent dictionary 
engine capable of handling multiple dictionaries at the same time [Prószéky 1998]. 
Dictionaries are often adapted to comprehension needs by filtering out non-relevant 
information [Feldweg—Breidt 1996]. Multi-word lexemes are found by forming sequences 
ofthe received lexical stems, and querying the dictionaries for the sequences. However, the 
dictionary engine is capable of finding all multi-word lexemes which include one single 
word with a single lookup. In some cases, this could be a rather lengthy list which must be 
filtered by using the other words in the context. More precisely, (translations for) multi-word 
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expressions will be displayed if and only if they include some significant words of the 
context (and do not contain other significant words). By 'significant word', we mean that 
there are also 'non-significant' words (or stop-words) that are skipped when forming a query 
expression for the dictionary engine. 

Uittr 
•••^^•&•&•^• - i,-* :t ••^ 

ffih*V>l 

Sktt*H 
fflltlt*i3 

Unutoii» 

Utt*r M «iii* le*tlet lull lroii 
• ••••••• 
• bes!, {riijd. bctúdpoi, fodkéufct • 
betúvtl mesJeW, bou bánit (vmtx 

hréLfotttoilii.im 
• dmet hclrďrak * • 

jfodiloci(nido<niay) 
betüt Tttfrajrol 

mđveltirg. 

Figure 4: The comprehension assistant identifying a multi-word expression and finding it in 
the dictionaries. 

The output of the comprehension assistant is shown in a bubble-shaped pop-up window on 
the screen that disappears if the user moves the mouse cursor again. Figure 5 describes the 
layout ofa dictionary entry bubble displayed by the comprehension assistant. 

recognized 
context 

A selected word 
have a Eectecjtü »rite 

•••• 
tter ^" letter • 

.onlght 

Ä 
selected word as recognized by the program 

^•&•• ' gffi2k 

hnve a letter to write tevekt ••• ìnaà 

letter1 • b¿rbead¿ 

letter? • betú, írásjel bctútípuj. fontkesdet * tevtì, bou ködés, oat * rodalom(tudomaay) ' muve&sćg. 

tanutoág»bctúvelmcgieleL»^frbetevčs (TOibe)' cbnethdyejfrak' »betútvet/rajzol 

headwords (bold) and entries 
(normal) found in the dictionaries 

Figure 5: Parts ofa dictionary entry as displayed by the comprehension assistant in the 
bubble. 

4 Aspects of dictionary development 

Dictionaries in our system are represented as lexical databases where the structure of each 
dictionary is strictly preserved. This is achieved through using XML as the single dictionary 
format. Dictionaries are either originally written in XML or transformed from a printed or 
another electronic format by means ofautomatic and semi-automatic tools. 
In Section 1, we mentioned that any dictionary must be restructured in order to be used with 
a comprehension assistant. This restructuring step is largely unavoidable as there are no 
dictionaries compiled directly for this purpose. In the examples ofthe present paper, we use 
the newest and largest English-Hungarian dictionary that was compiled using XML 
techniques—but primarily for the purpose of a printed dictionary. The XML format, 
however, facilitated the inclusion of the dictionary in 'traditional' stand-alone dictionary 
programs. 

In the following description, we summarize the most important aspects of restructuring 
dictionaries to suit comprehension assistance. 
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As a first approach towards the intelligent treatment ofmulti-word expressions, we needed to 
recognize that the sample phrases and sentences in a large dictionary provide enough multi- 
word expressions for the program to be useful. This is very important for providing 
translations—as the translations are there in the dictionary—, because as long as we have 
nothing more than a dictionary program, the only way to construct translations is to read 
them from dictionary databases and display them as they are stored. 

As a basic rule, it is also clear that we cannot display entire dictionary entries. The main 
reason for this is not that they tend to be too lengthy (and could easily cover the entire 
screen) in large dictionaries—although this is also an aspect that has to be taken into 
account. The real requirement is that the reply of the program must be relevant to the 
context. 

For this reason, original dictionary entries must be split up into smaller parts: all examples 
and otherwise included multi-word expressions must be treated as separate dictionary 
entries. If the original dictionary is properly tagged into XML, the recompilation process is 
largely a mechanic conversion. 

The above step is the most important in restructuring entire dictionaries. Thus all multi-word 
expressions in the dictionary are treated by the program as headwords. This is important 
because headwords are directly indexed and can be found in the database by a single lookup 
operation. 

The reply of the program is rarely a single dictionary entry. As a general rule, the 
comprehension assistant finds all suitable entries for the context of the selected word, and 
displays them in the same bubble. The bubble in Figure 6 shows a reply composed of three 
separate dictionary entries, all relevant to the context ofthe selected word. 

M*Mi ^http;»www.nwrphdwc.hu^_pgpub.htm     ^j.j3.&>..T^** 

i|| •1•1•1•1• 
PubtiaöombyLrGåboiPROSZBCt 
[m the Seld of natural language processing] 

• •••••••••••• 
• Mp>rWtTnttcrii ' 

&BMffi!Lur'i lMujn"ge 

Corftrt>K^CUi. 
i  Ax*ecuefDkaek 

Rofiumtm rod Hi • natujal Unçoag« procesmuj B tenneuetesnydv-&lddgoxas 
AppbctíioMjíĽ •• natlmj hng(uge • tetméKetei nyeh; 

•• langnagť * nyefr • ltaknyehf ' nyrivczet. bcttcdmdd. kjfejezism¿d, stflui 

Figure 6: The comprehension assistant composes the reply from separate dictionary entries, 
displaying only those relevant to the context 

It is also very important to index each multi-word expression word by word as they must be 
found by any oftheir words. The text acquisition module returns a whole line oftext with 
one single word marked: it is, in a non-linguistic sense, in the 'focus' ofthe user query. The 
marked word can be any one of a multi-word expression. Thus the expression 'a cup of 
coffee' is found by pointing at either 'cup' or 'coffee', as shown in Figure 7: 

Boulđ you lifee » cup ot coMeeJ 

••1111•.•1.• m',mu< iW 
fflatnp«cTcafí*«c£yCféaEk*fot 
• top • cttta ' cttta, etéuényt ßaVbor itb ) • ••• pohár. tene¿. kup* - istnig, rfcrpég - iråuu, 
ttaJozái ' vál terfeg, •••••• • kup«, )erieg ' bąjnotuig, kupa - (•••••••• • boe*kor - meDtartd ko*ara * 
ffgEtt, io« • citta, kehriy. teritg. fcopć^ • k*nn*ntyu, gyûrû • h*r*ngnif^tda • ••••••• • domtx>c4 * • 
>stafrtbkUTivaac-irak,dort)CK>, t 
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fould ••• lika • ••» cf colfaa} 

• a ••• • c<fln egf etćne ki*t 
• («ff« • kMciHJe - Uvtbib • kM - •••• • Urenlkfaü. U*ct id (Anek) ' • kJniA. kA** 

Figure 7: Finding the same multi-word expression by pointing at different words. 

5 Supporting dictionary development through users of comprehension 
assistants 
Although we thoroughly surveyed future users when starting the project, it has been clear 
from the beginning that existing dictionaries will be far from perfect at any stage of the 
project life cycle. Therefore, dictionaries are continuously reviewed and updated. The 
speciality of this process is that it is built largely on user feedback. From the aspect of 
dictionary development (and even linguistic research), the comprehension assistant is an 
ideal source because it reaches a potentially large number of users (since it is not a special 
application but a utility that has its place in every computing environment). Based on this 
insight, we have implemented an instant feedback feature, which comprises of two 
processes: 

1. Logging: the comprehension assistant continuously logs words and multi-word 
expressions it was unable to analyze or failed to find in the dictionaries. 

2. Contacting the developers: the program automatically sends e-mails containing the 
current logs to the developer lab. 

Logs are thus gathered and analysed by further computational tools in the development lab. 
Having been filtered to exclude obvious noise entries, the list is then sent to lexicographers 
for further analysis. This process effectively reveals errors and deficiencies in the 
dictionaries, and, at the same time, it helps defining directions of further improvements. 

6 Comparison to other existing systems 

There are two categories where our context-sensitive comprehension assistant tool—its 
brand name is MoBiMouse—can be compared to other systems: functionality and linguistic 
accuracy. There are only a few pop-up dictionaries on the market: some of the best known 
ones are Babylon, WordPoint or Langenscheidt's Pop-up Dictionary, but none ofthem have 
as many language technology features as MoBiMouse. There are some 'glossing' programs 
in research laboratories [Feldweg—Breidt 1996; Poznanski et al. 1998] that access 
dictionaries with a context-sensitive lookup procedure. However, they present the 
information to the user through their own graphical interface: none of them are accessible 
from any running application—which is quite essential to MoBiMouse. The above systems 
do not have access to more than one dictionary at the same time, unlike MoBiMouse. On the 
other side, the treatment of multi-word units in the IDAREX formalism [Segond-Breidt 
1996] is more sophisticated than in MoBiMouse (although we outline a new approach of 
abstraction in section 7). Another project with instant understanding is GLOSSER, whose 
prototype fNerbonne et al. 1997] also carries out the morphological analysis ofthe sentence 
in which the selected word occurs. In GLOSSER—unlike in MoBiMouse—there is a 
stochastic disambiguation step but everything is shown in a separate window. 
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The character identification techniques applied in our comprehension assistant are 
independent of both the language and the writing system: it is rather different from all 
known applications that work with English characters only. There is a version that 
recognizes complex scripts such as Japanese characters—which enables users to read and 
understand texts that they cannot even type in. 
Other pop-up dictionary applications start by pressing a button or clicking the mouse. 
MoBiMouse is the only known application that starts without clicking; therefore it can be 
used to acquire any text from the screen without affecting other running applications. 

The speed ofthe text acquisition module is 1000 characters/s, stemming is performed at 
0.002 s/word-form, an average dictionary lookup takes 0.02 s. 

MoBiMouse, unlike applications like Babylon, can be used in both language directions of 
the dictionary due to its writing independence and linguistic components for many 
languages. 

7 Towards greater linguistic sophistication 

In a separate project, we have developed a parser module that is capable of recognizing 
abstract linguistic patterns. The basic operation of this parser—named HumorESK3—is 
matching an underspecified linguistic pattern against a pattern dictionary, and creating a 
single abstract symbol from it [Prószéky 1996]. In turn, this abstract symbol can be part of 
other underspecified linguistic patterns, and thus participate in subsequent dictionary 
lookups. Parsing an entire sentence can take several hundreds or thousands of subsequent 
pattern matching operations. Still, the average parsing time for a sentence is less than 20 ms 
on an average PC . 

The most important feature ofthis parser that makes it suitable for comprehension assistance 
is the capability of extracting recognizable elements from largely unrecognized structures. 
The parser does not expect to be able to parse the entire input; it can nevertheless mark and 
reveal all recognized structures—noun phrases, verbal phrases, and, in special cases, entire 
sentences. 

The most important feature of the patterns matched by the HumorESK parser is that their 
elements are at different degrees of lexical specification. Let us consider the following 
example: 

NN = NP(lex="bottle") + PREP(lex="of') + NP 

This pattern matches all sequences where there is the noun phrase 'bottle', followed by the 
preposition 'of with an arbitrary noun phrase at the end. Note that the pattern as shown here 
is simplified to a great extent, as there are several other properties assigned to each symbol. 
In principle, the abstract patterns implement a feature-based grammar where property 
matching and value assignment are parts ofthe pattern matching process. 
For such patterns, however, there are no ready-made translations we can read from a 
database and display as they are stored there. There must be a formal—and partly 
algorithmic—way of constructing translations for abstract patterns. The HumorESK project 
is part of a larger one called MetaMorpho where each recognition pattern (see the above 
example) can be assigned one or more transformation patterns. Thus the parser is not only 
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capable of marking structures and providing their analysis trees, but in principle, it can 
transform the source text into any other formalism—where a translation in a different 
language is one of the possibilities. Here is an example of the transformation pattern 
(simplified the same way as the previous example): 

EN.NN = NP#l(lex="bottle") + PREP(lex="of') + NP 
HU.NN = NP#l[lex="uveg"] + NP 

The transformation pattern is shown in the second line. This pattern controls the translation 
ofthe source phrase into Hungarian. 

The above mechanism significantly increases the linguistic sophistication of a 
comprehension assistant as it is capable of recognizing and translating multi-word 
expressions not included in the dictionaries. 

8 Conclusion 

The context-sensitive instant comprehension assistant named MoBiMouse offers translations 
for words and expressions on the computer screen. The program is activated by moving the 
mouse pointer over a particular word: the translation is displayed in a bubble. Ifthe mouse is 
moved away, the translation promptly disappears, so the user's attention is not distracted by 
yet another program requiring a whole window with all its features. 

MoBiMouse has been written in C++ and can be used anywhere in a Windows 
(95/98^vIT^vffi/2000^CP) environment: in any application, on the desktop, in the help 
windows or even in menus. It recognizes all texts written in all installed fonts. It is especially 
useful when browsing the web: here it is the most probable that users encounter texts in 
foreign languages. MoBiMouse helps reading these texts fast and without interrupts and 
properly recognizes texts where there is a colourful (or patterned) background—so it can 
acquire pieces oftext that our eyes are unable to read. 

MoBiMouse performs extensive linguistic analysis ofthe selected word and its context, and 
provides intelligent replies for multi-word expressions where all translations are relevant to 
the context. 
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Endnotes 
1 According to our experience, however, recognition errors occur quite rarely because there is a 
closed set of shapes (glyphs in the currently installed system fonts) that may occur in any text 
displayed by applications (except for pieces of text within bitmap images). Recognition errors are 
usually results of applications using non-standard techniques (e.g. dynamically altering character 
spacing) to display text. 
2 This requires permission from the user which the program asks for during installation. 
3 The name stands for High-speed Unification Morphology Enhanced with Syntactic Knowledge. 
The first prototype was an enhancement ofthe HUMOR morphological analyzer (mentioned earlier 
in the paper). Now HumorESK is an entirely different project with a new parsing technology. 
4 An Intel Pentium III-based PC at a minimum of600 MHz. 
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